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INTRODUCTION

Although every infant industry is risky, investors are attracted by the growth potential for wireless data services in emerging economies. Access to these markets demands substantial investment capital and scarce skills, plus a solid relationship with a local player able to bring the relevant organisational and political resources into a long-term venture. Even with these assets, many new entrants fail.

Telecommunication is difficult in Vietnam, a narrow mountainous coastal nation of 330,000 square kilometers sustaining most of its 83 million people in rural towns and villages (CIA, 2004). Demand increased with the shift from isolation and central planning to a market economy under the Doi Moi policy. By separating regulation from service delivery, and decentralising local operations, the sector attracted foreign capital. The result is rapid introduction of new technology and accelerated fixed line capacity growth. Today, the national system uses advanced technology to optimize limited physical network capacity. In rural areas, low-cost digital technologies extend network reach at reasonable cost. Despite such successes, mobile services have not developed as expected since their 1992 debut. Even though both competition and private sector participation are allowed, Vietnam has one of the lowest ratios of mobile to fixed line subscribers in South East Asia (Elmer, 2002).

BACKGROUND

By the mid-1990s wireless telecommunications appeared to be an effective solution to both rural and urban connection needs. Implementation required substantial investments in infrastructure, new working relationships among foreign sources of technology and capital, local organisations able to bring political and organisational resources into a long-term venture, and a favorable policy climate.

The industry is volatile, with many potential players courting the few local organisations capable of obtaining government approvals and operating a complex system. Regulators, coping with a rapid transition to a liberalised policy regime, struggle to develop new legislation to govern the sector and meet rising expectations. Foreign suppliers enter any relationship governed by a contract executed in an emergent commercial legal system cautiously. To mitigate these inherent risks, new entrants must select a partner with compatible interests, then formulate market entry and development strategy which will be robust in all likely future contexts.

Demand Factors

Current demand for wireless services stems from a rising number of subscribers, mostly living in...
urban areas, and a strong national economy. Export growth accelerated from about 11% in 2002 and 21% in 2003. While official per capita GDP is less than U.S. $500, (Economist, 2004) purchasing power is perhaps five times this, and in major cities is far higher (Worldfacts, 2003).

Projected additional demand—around 13 million terminals equally divided between the Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh regions by 2010—continues to rise in a rapidly developing nationwide market (MPT, 2004). A younger generation perceives the handphone not only as a normal tool to stay in touch, but as a convenient lifestyle symbol. Pager use is declining from the 1997 peak of 120,000 users to less than 10,000 users by late 2003, and state-owned VNPT will suspend service by early 2005. Most pager subscribers will upgrade to handphones as these become affordable (Vu, 2004).

Cellular service subscribers reached 2.3 million in mid-2003 (Economist, 2004) and mobile market growth averages 50% annually. Nation-wide teledensity approaches nine lines per 100 people, with 2.8 mobile users per 100 people. The government recently extended its target date for telephone services in every village from 2000 to 2005 (Economist, 2004).

Even for experienced foreign operators, entering Vietnam’s wireless market has not been simple. A new entrant, well-armed with advanced technological skills and access to capital, must select the right technology, identify market factors, attract strong local partners, then work with them to put operations in place. These tasks require a good understanding of the rapidly evolving structure of the national telecommunications policy environment.

Policy Environment

Telecommunications sector regulation falls under the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (MPT), formerly the Directorate General of Post and Telecommunications (DGPT), which in 1990 relinquished operational responsibility to state-owned Vietnam Posts and Telecommunications (VNPT). MPT is directly responsible for national policy, frequency management, and technical standards, carries out policy research, and oversees all telecommunications-related joint-venture manufacturing and business cooperation contracts (BCC). The BCC was until 2003 the only legal form for telecommunications services delivery available to foreign investors (Gilbert, 1996).

State-owned VNPT operates a national backbone network interconnecting 53 provincial operating companies, over which it has influence. Separate VNPT subsidiaries provide mobile telecoms (GPC and VMS), domestic long-distance (VTN), data (VDC), and international services (VNI). Despite high tariffs for overseas calls, the major source of VNPT revenues, annual traffic growth exceeds 75% (Economist, 2004).

Under its bilateral agreements, companies based in countries which have trade agreements with Vietnam will be permitted to form joint ventures with local partners to provide value-added services from December 12, 2003, provide Internet services from late 2004, and basic telecoms and mobile phone services from December 2005. While MPT is responsible for technical issues, the decision path for controversial issues leads to the Communist Party Political Bureau, which provides conceptual direction, then through the Prime Minister’s office, which examines economic issues and prepares implementation guidelines. Local operations are also subject to influence from the military, People’s Committees, and other political actors (Von Richter, 2002).

Success is possible: Australian carrier Telestra recognized the emergent demand for an international gateway, linked up with VNPT in 1986, installed an earth station and infrastructure for less than one million dollars, and recouped this modest investment in less than a year. Despite the many potential risks, the Telestra case illustrates the mutual benefit flowing from a correctly structured joint venture, with capital commitments exceeding 200 million dollars governed (until recently) only by a well-drafted memorandum of understanding and carefully aligned interests (Joseph, 2003).

Access to the wireless service market requires meeting four major conditions: adequate financing, appropriate technology, access to national infrastructure and the radio frequency spectrum, access to the wireline network, towers, and underground cables, and finding a local business partner with the appropriate political and organisational assets to sustain project approval, implementation, operation, and expansion over the life of the venture. A foreign operator is expected to package the first two elements, and to team up with a local organisation for the latter. Political influence is the primary means of rivalry for important resources such as frequency allocation, key staff, and capital.

Equity joint ventures are permitted only for equipment production, and until December 2005, service delivery must be carried out through contract joint ventures, which must be approved both by MPT and MPI. MPT and local P&T organisations allocate frequencies only to Vietnamese enterprises, which can pass them to ventures with foreign partners.

Recent Initiatives

The pace of development has been steady, but lags China and Thailand. Land line network operations are fully automated nationwide, and all urban networks are digital.